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Political Knowledge, Persuasion and Campaign Rhetoric1
Key Issues:
What factors influence levels of political knowledge among the electorate?
How does variation in political knowledge affect susceptibility to persuasion from negative advertising
and emotional appeals?
How does an awareness of variation in political knowledge influence campaign rhetoric?

Executive Summary
Political incivility is not the same thing as negative messaging or an emotional appeal, but incivility may
become an element of negative advertising and of appeals to emotion. Research suggests that many
Americans are ill-informed about politics and that, as the costs of gathering political information increase,
political knowledge decreases. Variation in the level of interest in politics has a greater impact on political
knowledge where traditional broadcast media are predominantly market-driven, as in the United States,
than where they are predominantly public-service driven, as in Denmark and Finland.
Recent evidence suggests that political candidates find the use of negative campaign tactics and personal
attacks on opposing candidates more acceptable if they think that their constituency is politically
uninformed. Research suggests that this behavior is somewhat, but not entirely, strategic. More
politically knowledgeable voters are more likely to have an accurate sense of which candidate best
represents their interests. More politically knowledgeable voters also are more likely to have coherent
internalized beliefs and less likely to be influenced by emotion-based forms of persuasion and by the
types of negative campaigning that campaign managers perceive as “mudslinging,” than are their less
knowledgeable counterparts. However, while those who are politically knowledgeable remain unaffected
by mudslinging campaigns, voters who lack political knowledge have lesser evaluations of both the
incumbents and challengers in the race after such a campaign. Voters who lack political knowledge also
are more likely to be persuaded by “easy” arguments that state conclusions about policy effects without
explaining how or why these policy effects will occur.

Argument and Findings
Negative campaigning and persuasive appeals based on emotion are common in American
politics.2 Research findings on the efficacy of negative campaigning are mixed,3 but campaign consultants
advise political candidates to “go negative” when—and because—they presume negative campaigning
works.4 Negative messages do capture the electorate’s attention,5 and emotionally resonant messages may
redirect voters’ attention away from pocketbook issues to issues touching on cultural values and moral
frameworks.6 Persuasion based on emotion likewise may alter the reasoning through which voters arrive
at their political decisions.7 While political incivility is not the same thing as either negative messaging or
an emotional appeal,8 elements of incivility – including purposive or careless deception, falsehood,
exaggerated claims, verbal intimidation, ad hominem attacks and personal vitriol – find their way into
both negative and emotionally resonant appeals.9
Despite an explosion of current research on cognition, emotion and persuasion,10 there has been
little attention to the role that variability in political knowledge may have in influencing the effectiveness
of emotional appeals, and perhaps by extension some types of negative campaigning and/or political
incivility. Coupling contemporary research with elements of political scientist Anthony Downs’s classic
arguments about politics suggests that low levels of political knowledge may enhance the persuasive
power of at least some types of uncivil rhetorical appeals.11
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Anthony Downs
Downs, writing in the 1950s, thought that voters, political candidates, parties and governments
would try to maximize their interests in politics using the minimal resources needed to do so. Both
candidates and voters would act when perceived benefits associated with the action outweighed
associated costs. Voters would cast votes for the candidate or party they thought would best represent
their interests, while candidates and parties would try to maximize votes by proposing policies they
thought would garner electoral support.
Downs’s presumption of a purely rational politics does not stand up to current neurological,
cognitive and social psychological research. But Downs was right to presume that: 1) levels of political
knowledge influence political actors’ capacity for rational action, including vote choice; and 2) the
cost to a voter of acquiring political information influences political knowledge, which in turn
affects politicians’ campaign behavior. Indeed, Downs argued that a defining characteristic of modern
representative democracies is that voters have imperfect knowledge about policies proposed and
undertaken by candidates, political parties and governments.
Worse, according to Downs, voters have a strong disincentive to become politically educated.
Given that any single vote is unlikely to change an electoral outcome, the costs to a voter of becoming
knowledgeable, including the amount of money and especially time that this would take, far outweigh the
benefits to them of investing in political knowledge. This is why voters cast ballots relying on minimal
knowledge. Downs thought that such relatively uninformed voters were more susceptible to persuasion by
pundits, politicians and others that these voters viewed as more knowledgeable politically, especially
when those thought to be more knowledgeable also were thought to share voters’ interests. As well,
relatively uniformed voters may be especially likely to vote along ideological or party lines.
Recent Voter Research
Recent empirical research suggests that many voters are in fact ill-informed about politics
and that lack of political knowledge is associated with the costs of gathering such knowledge.
Americans are less well-informed than are their counterparts in other post-industrial democracies. 12 Many
Americans cannot even correctly name those who occupy key political positions.13 Average political
knowledge has remained low and remarkably stable over the last forty years,14 although some evidence
suggests that there have been shifts in the types of political knowledge different cohorts possess.15
Reported deficits of political knowledge are linked to individual-level factors and to the
number of races on which voters are expected to vote at the same time.
•

•

A 1996 analysis of data from a national panel survey of Americans who were twelfth graders in
1965 and their parents, with both the children’s generation and parents’ generation re-interviewed
again in 1973, and a third time in 1982, found that reported knowledge about the American
political system and current events was greater among those who were male, more educated, had
taken a political science course, expressed interest in politics, had parents who were politically
knowledgeable, and read more magazines focusing on public affairs and politics.16
A 2006 study based on data from the Comparative Study of Electoral Systems found that formal
education was the strongest predictor of political knowledge; those with more education had more
knowledge than their less-educated peers. Males had greater knowledge than females, as did
those who voted in the preceding election compared to those who had not, and those who
identified with a political party compared to those who did not. Older voters and those who
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•

believed voting made a difference exhibited greater political knowledge than those who were
younger and believed voting made no difference.17
A 2009 study based on data from the American National Election Studies, 1948-2004, found that
political knowledge increased with the number of races on the ballot up to three races. But once
the number of races exceeded three, political knowledge dropped off, suggesting that voters
have a threshold for how much information they will process at any given time.18

Levels of political knowledge also seem to vary depending on the costs of information
gathering.19 Because information costs are lower for those for whom acquiring and processing
information is easier,20 the positive relationship typically found between formal education and political
knowledge can be interpreted to reflect variability in information costs depending on education.
•

A 2010 experiment randomly assigned participants to experimental conditions differing in the
monetary costs of gathering information. Researchers assigned participants to cost conditions in
which information was not costly (it cost 0 cents per piece of information), moderately costly (it
cost 5 cents per piece of information), or very costly (it cost 25 cents per piece of information).
Participants then were asked to vote for a hypothetical candidate whose interests (defined using a
1-7 scale) were closest to the participant’s own assigned interests. Participants voting for the
“correct” candidate were awarded 50 cents; those voting for the “incorrect” candidate were
docked 50 cents. About 36 percent of participants in the high cost condition failed to request any
information at all about the candidates in the study, while 70 percent of participants who incurred
no cost to get information about these same candidates requested the maximum amount of
information possible.21

Findings of this experimental study strongly support Downs’s assertion that, with all else equal, as the
cost of obtaining political information increases, the level of political knowledge decreases.
More indirect support for the same proposition comes from a 2010 comparative study of the United
States, the United Kingdom, Denmark and Finland. In the United States, media are privately owned forprofit companies largely subject to market discipline, whereas media in Denmark and Finland are publicly
owned and heavily subject to “public service” oversight. The United Kingdom falls in between the two
poles. The researchers, who combined content analysis of television broadcasting with information from
surveys of individuals in the countries studied, distinguished between “hard news,” including matters of
public policy and the identity of public officials, and “soft news” including focus on sporting events and
celebrities.22
•

•

This 2010 study found that, where market-driven media dominated, hard news aired
infrequently and prime-time hours were dominated by entertainment. Where publicly owned
media dominated, hard news aired more frequently and during prime time. Indeed, public
service media provided much more hard news than did market-driven media.
Where public-service media dominated, as in Denmark and Finland, those individuals with
less political interest were more politically knowledgeable than their “low political interest”
counterparts in the United States.23

Considering these findings along with Downs’s ideas suggests that, if hard news is so ubiquitous
that gathering it is without cost, there will be many “inadvertent” consumers.24 Consistent with this
proposition, average political knowledge was greater in Finland and Denmark than in the United
States.25 In the United States, survey respondents’ political knowledge varied more depending on their
level of political interest.26 Thus, where political information gathering is more costly given its lesser
ubiquity, knowledge will likely be tied more closely to variable levels of political interest. The general
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positive relationship between political knowledge and political interest may itself be interpreted as
reflecting that there are lower information costs to those who find gathering political information
intrinsically rewarding, all other things equal.27
By increasing the volume of news media outlets beyond traditional news sources, the rise of cable
television and the Internet have increased the quantity and accessibility of political information for those
who have access to these outlets. So why has average political knowledge in the U.S. electorate
remained low, and why have knowledge gaps between relatively informed and uninformed
Americans increased? 28
Although recent surveys continue to show disparities in U.S. respondents’ level of access to the
Internet, these have become less pronounced.29 However, substantial differences in use of the Internet
to access or share information about politics persist, with men, those who are more educated, and
those who have greater income doing so more often than women and those with less education and
30
income. When differences in access are coupled with easy avoidance of political information,
variation in relative preferences for political news versus entertainment becomes important for predicting
political knowledge.
•

A 2005 study of U.S. respondents who took part in a representative panel survey conducted at
two points in time, in 2002-2003, found that, as media choice associated with cable television and
Internet access increased, the negative relationship between preferences for entertainment over
news (measured at time 1), on the one hand, and political knowledge (measured at time 2, a year
later), on the other, likewise increased.31

Thus, access to cable television and the Internet increased the political knowledge gap between those
in the U.S. electorate who prefer news and those who prefer entertainment.32 Decreasing the costs of
gathering political information by making it widely accessible through digital media in addition to
traditional news sources will not increase average political knowledge in the United States if most
Americans prefer entertainment to political news, and if it is easy to avoid news in favor of
entertainment.
Likely Consequences
What then are the likely consequences of low levels of political knowledge for voting behavior and for
campaign rhetoric? Research in cognitive science, psychology, and political science suggests that humans
are cognitive misers, trying to reduce mental costs associated with using higher-level reasoning processes
in decision-making. 33 To do this, we make decisions using shortcuts in information processing known as
cognitive heuristics, and we base these heuristics on cues we observe in our environment.34 The relative
importance of a given choice—such as voting—will influence the cognitive strategy used. If a person
regards a decision as important, she will use more self-conscious deliberation strategies.35 But research
suggests that most people make everyday life decisions, including voting, by using cognitive heuristics.
Voting research shows that a majority of American voters rely on such informational cues as party
affiliation, candidate ideology, interest group endorsement of candidates, and candidate likeability
to make voting decisions.36 In an experimental study, participants tried to circumvent information costs
by requesting information from other participants who were viewed as political experts, given that they
had access to more political information than did the focal respondent.37
Recent research has shown that use of cognitive heuristics may not be as effective a substitute for
political knowledge as was previously thought,38 as these heuristics may not lead voters to cast ballots for
the candidate who best represents their interests.39 An experimental study found that cognitive
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heuristics—such as party affiliation, candidate ideology, endorsements, polls that show which political
candidate is most likely to win, and candidate likeability—were employed more effectively to identify the
candidate who best represented a voter’s interests by those voters who were politically knowledgeable
than by those who were not.40 Statistical analyses of numerous American National Election Surveys
produced similar results.41
Research has found that people who rely more on cognitive heuristics to make their voting
decisions are more open to political persuasion than are their more politically knowledgeable
peers.42 Openness to persuasion is defined as the probability that a person will change her attitude about a
political candidate or proposed policy based on exposure to new information.43
•
•

A 2008 analysis of Italian election data found that those who were less interested in politics and
less politically knowledgeable had less stable and less internally coherent political attitudes than
did their counterparts who were more politically interested and knowledgeable.44
Using the 2004 National Annenberg Election Survey’s pre-and post-election survey design, and
attending to many methodological problems that can lead researchers to make faulty inferences
about campaign effects, a 2011 study tried to indirectly estimate which type of voters had been
most influenced by the intervening campaign. The impact of particular campaign messages was
not examined directly. Rather, if respondents’ attitudes changed substantially between the preand post-election survey, they were judged to have been persuaded by the campaign. While voters
with more political awareness were more likely to change the weight they gave to a particular
attitude or issue in their voting choices in light of the campaign, voters with less political
awareness were more likely to have changed their party identification, their attitudes about
specific political issues and their economic assessments as a function of the campaign.45

Where the 2008 study suggests that those with less political knowledge are more open to
persuasion and are thus the most rewarding targets for political-party competition,46 the 2011 study
suggests that voters with different levels of political knowledge may be differentially susceptible to
different kinds of campaign effects.47 Thus, failure by researchers to distinguish carefully among these
different kinds of effects, as well as other methodological issues, may help account for why research on
campaign effects has produced inconsistent findings.
More direct studies of the impact of particular types of persuasive messaging also find that the level
of political knowledge matters in voter susceptibility to persuasive appeals pertaining to policy
proposals or political candidates, and in voter susceptibility to what campaign managers perceive
as “mudslinging.” This may be because political experts and novices differ in their reliance on
“cognition” and “affect” (i.e., emotion) when forming social judgments.48 Novices, who lack political
knowledge, use affect to make political decisions, while experts, who have a stored repository of
information about political issues, candidates and events, rely on a mix of cognition and affect.49
•

•

A 1997 experiment found that those who were less politically aware were more readily persuaded
by “easy” arguments against policy proposals. Easy arguments were political statements
concluding that a policy would have a specific negative effect, without explaining how or why the
negative effect would ensue. Political awareness was measured by a scale assessing attentiveness
to politics. “Hard” arguments took the audience explicitly through each step of a process through
which the policy would produce the claimed negative consequence. Such hard arguments were
more persuasive to those who were politically aware than to those who were not.50
A 2004 study combined survey data from the 1988-1992 American National Election Studies
with an independent data base of political advertisements in 97 contested Senate races and with
content coding of press coverage of these races. The researchers examined the impact of various
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•

•

types of campaign messaging on citizens’ evaluation of candidates, measured by a “feeling
thermometer” from the National Election Study/Senate Election Study. The study distinguished
various types of negative campaigning from what was termed “mudslinging,” measuring the latter
based on a survey of campaign managers. When managers reported that their opponents engaged
in “smear tactics, relentless attacks, deceptive messages [or] unwarranted or unconscionable
criticisms” this was coded as mudslinging.51 If both managers reported mudslinging, the
campaign was coded highest on mudslinging; if only one manager reported mudslinging, the
campaign was coded in between on mudslinging; and if neither manager reported mudslinging,
the campaign was coded lowest on mudslinging. The researchers found that, among those who
were ill-informed about politics, mudslinging campaigns adversely affected evaluation of
both incumbents and challengers. The politically knowledgeable remained unaffected by
campaign mudslinging.52
A 2010 laboratory experiment found that, among politically knowledgeable individuals, preexisting negative or positive assessments of the politicians proposing policies did not influence
support for the policy or assessments of its likely success in addressing a particular social issue.
But among those who lacked political knowledge, these pre-existing positive or negative
assessments of the politicians proposing the policies did matter.53
A 2011 analysis of the 1992 and 2000 American National Election Study data found that persons
with moderate levels of political knowledge were more vulnerable to “priming” through media
focus on a particular issue than were either the highly politically knowledgeable or the politically
ill-informed. Moderately knowledgeable persons differ from the ill-informed in being motivated.
But the moderately knowledgeable differ from the highly knowledgeable in not having developed
an internal, coherent structure of attitudes making them resistant to persuasive appeals.54

In Sum
In short, politically knowledgeable individuals may be better able to resist the impact of “easy”
arguments, and better able to resist the persuasive power of mudslinging and emotional appeals. But the
moderately politically knowledgeable may be more vulnerable to priming through media focus on
particular issues than are the ill-informed or the highly knowledgeable.55
Finally, political candidates may find the use of negative campaign tactics and personal attacks
on opposing candidates more acceptable if they think that their constituency is politically
uninformed.56 An innovative 2007 nationwide study surveyed almost 3,000 political candidates running
for office at all levels of government, including Congress, state legislatures and other statewide offices
and judgeships, between 1996 and 1998. Candidates were more likely to find the use of negative
campaigning—including push polls, focusing on opponents’ negative characteristics, making statements
of fact out of context, and negative advertisements—as well as of personal attacks based on such
behaviors as infidelity, previously unpublicized homosexuality, and youthful illegal drug use, to be
acceptable if the candidates believed that the electorate was poorly informed about politics.57
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